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CALL TO ORDER 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE 
Agenda for Meeting of January 26, 1998 
4:15PM, Board Room, Gilchrist Hall 
APPROVAL OF THE MJNUTES 
1. Approval ofthe Minutes ofDecember 8, 1997 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1. Call for press identification 
2. Comments from Chair Isakson 
3. Comments from Provost Marlin 
CON SID ERA TION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
677 Progress Report from Senate Budget Committee for FY 2000 Budget 
Proposals 
678 Requests for Emeritus Status from 
John Tarr, Department of Teaching 
Susan Stainback, Department of Special Education 
Hyo Chul Myung, Department ofMathematics 
Mary L. Franken, Department of Design, Family and Consumer Sciences 
NEW BUSINESS 
OLD BUSINESS 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
G-167/J 593 Curriculum proposal for a new major called Political 
Communications from the Department ofPolitical Science (see 
Curriculum Packet for description) 
012--Ml 594 Curriculum proposal for a new major called Piano Performance 
and Pedagogy from the School ofMusic (See Curriculum Packet 
for description) 
G 13 M2 595 Curriculum proposal for major changes in the Masters of Business 
.Administration Degree from the College ofBusiness 
Administration (See Curriculum Packet for description) 
(, 7'( ..£if5 596 Curriculum proposal for an Honors Program in the College of 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
G ~~---6'7'4 597 Appeal from the College ofHumanities and Fine Arts regarding 
the course 690: Oxx Arts in the Americas approved by the 
University Curriculum Committee (See Curriculum Packet for 
description) 
r; 7 ~ .075' 598 Reports from the University Committee on Curricula and the 
Graduate Council of Approved Curriculum Proposals (See 
Curriculum Packet for description) 
ADJOURNMENT 
DRAFT FOR SENATORS' REVIEW 
Minutes of the University Faculty Senate Meeting 
December 8, 1997 
1528 
Present: Kenneth Basom, Michael Blackwell, William (Bud) Bowlin, Scott Cawelti, Carol 
Cooper, Lyn Countryman, Kenneth De Nault, Sherry Gable, Michael Gasser (for Andrew Gilpin), 
Hans Isakson, James Jurgenson, James McCullagh (for Suzanne McDevitt), Richard McGuire, 
Philip Patton, Dean Primrose, Paul Shand, Jerome Soneson, Laura Terlip, Calvin Thomas, 
Barbara Weeg 
Absent: None 
CALL TO ORDER 
Chair Isakson call the Senate to order at 3:19p.m. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
1. Gable moved(McCullagh seconded) that the minutes of September 29, 1997 be approved. 
Corrections were made. Minutes as co"ected were approved 
2. Gable moved (Bowlin seconded) that the minutes of November 24, 1997 be approved 
Minutes were approved 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1. Press identification: None present. 
2. Chair Isakson noted the President's Reception on Thursday, December 11. He said the 
docket items are available for Senator's review for the December Board of Regents 
meeting. He distributed funding requests from several groups. The requests were received 
late and would have to be treated by suspension of the rules. The items were distributed 
for information now. Gable asked abut update reports on the faculty portfolios. 
3. Provost Marlin thanked the Senate for the progress on the budget issues this semester. 
The way the Senate has dealt with these items has had a positive effect. There is a great 
deal oflearning on everyone's part. There is little discretionary money to be allocated, but 
the Senate's involvement has been good. When asked where the money comes from, 
Provost Marlin responded that it comes largely from the increase in tuition. The increase 
is 3. 9% but 190/o of that amount is for student set asides. When asked what the numbers 
are for Academic Affairs, she said that it was $550,000 last year, the majority ofwhich 
was spent for information technology. It is not clear how much will be available for this 
coming year. Provost Marlin wished everyone greetings for the holidays. 
4. Faculty Chair Cawelti distributed an item on emeritus status. He said the faculty leader 
group will meet on Monday, December 15. The group will meet on the fourth Friday of 
every month for the Spring semester. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDARED ITEMS 
670 Request for Emeritus Status from Raul Munoz, D~partment of Modem 
J.-ansuages. De Nault moved (Cooper seconded) that 670 be returned to the 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts for a signature. Motion passed 
.· .,-
University Faculty Senate Minutes 2 
December 8, 1997 
671-676 
NEW BUSINESS 
1. None 
OLD BUSINESS 
None 
Curriculum Proposals and Reports. Cawelti moved (Primrose seconded) to 
docket items 671-676 for consideration on January 26, 1998. Motion 
passed. 
671 Curriculum proposal for a new major called Political Communications 
from the Department ofPolitical Science is docket item 593 . 
672 Curriculum proposal for a new major called Piano Performance and 
Pedagogy from the School ofMusic is 594. 
673 Curriculum proposal for major changes in the Masters ofBusiness 
Administration Degree from the College ofBusiness Administration is 595 . 
674 Curriculum proposal for an Honors Program in the College of Social 
and Behavioral Sciences is 596. 
675 Appeal from the College ofHumanities and Fine Arts regarding the 
690:0xx Arts in the Americas approved by the University Curriculum 
Committee is 597. 
676 Reports from the University Committee on Curricula and the Graduate 
Council of Approved Curriculum Proposals is 598 . 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
669 592 Report from the Senate Budget Committee on New Spending Proposals 
Bowlin moved (McCullagh seconded) to accept the report and forward it 
to the Provost. 
Bud Bowlin, Senate Budget Committee Chair, said the items in the report 
were prioritized using criteria like whether it was a recurring item and the 
impact on students. The committee felt it was important to get faculty 
judgment forwarded to the Provost. The procedure will be refined in the 
Spring. Overall, it is a good package. 
Basom moved (McCullagh seconded) to suspend the rules to consider late 
proposals not considered by the Senate Budget Committee. 
Concerns were raised about people not meeting deadlines. 
Motion to suspend Jl!e rules failed 
---=J' Christine McFarlal)d, Chair of the College ofEducation Senate, said the 
College ofEducation Senate ranked its 24 items on the basis of 
high/medium/low. The item in the priority list was not the College of 
Education's highest priority. The highest priority ofthe College is the 
cross-disciplinary education program. 
Cooper moved (Jurgenson seconded) to amend to substitute the cross-
disciplinary education item for the Mathematics and Science item in the 
priority list. 
Jurgenson moved (Countryman seconded) to amend the amendment to 
University Faculty Senate Minutes 
December 8, 1997 
"add the cross-disciplinary education item to the priority list. 
Motion to amend the amendment failed. . 
Motion to amend passed by 11 in favor and 5 opposed 
Main motion as amended passed. 
3 
665 589 Report from the Educational Policy Commission and Northern Iowa 
Student Government on the resolution "Clarifying school policy when class 
sessions contain sexually explicit course materials" submitted by Elaine 
Jaquith. 
De Nault moved (Gable seconded) to approve the report of the 
Educational Policy Commission. 
Patton said the EPC chose to respond to the issue brought to it and did not 
go further. 
Motion passed 
666 590 Resolution from Northern Iowa Student Government regarding Course 
Packets. 
ADJOURNMENT 
De Nault moved (Cooper seconded) to acknowledge receipt of the 
resolution of the ljlSG SSR 98-13 regarding university course packets. 
Gable said th€J!frerential may be caused by the securing of copyright 
permissions by Cop)'Works. She said she does not believe the University 
Print Services does.~c<.v"- C~-P7r ·) t.h 
Matt Bunting, NISG Vice President, asked about how they could go about 
asking Print Services to secure copyrights. It was suggested that NISG go 
directly to Print Services. 
Motion passed 
De Nault moved (Bowlin seconded) to adjourn. 
Motion passed 
Senate adjourned at 4:41 p.m. 
Jim Skaine, Senate Secretary 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar Number: 677 Docket: __ _ 
Title: Progress Report from Senate Budget Committee for FY 2000 Budget Proposals 
Standard Motions 
1. Place at head of the docket, out of regular order. 
2. Docket in regular order. 
3. Docket because of special circumstances for __________ _ 
_ and notify sender(s). 
4. Refer to (standing committee) ______________ _ 
5. Refer to (administrative officer) _______ _______ _ 
6. Return to (ad hoc committee) ______________ _ 
7. Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
8. Return to petitioner with request for additional information and 
documentation. 
9. Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
10. Other procedural disposition _______________ _ 
NOTES 
-#1 
:om: 
To: 
CC: 
Subj: 
16-JAN-1998 10:24:00.00 
VIPER: : BOWLINW 
GABLE, COULTER, JURGENSON, MCCULLAGH, RICHARD.MCGUIRE 
BOWLINW, HANS.ISAKSON 
Budget Committee 
I met with Provost Marlin this morning. Following is a summary of our 
discussion. 
1. She needs the Senate's recommendations on the FY 2000 (1999-2000) and 
NEWMAIL 
FY 2001 (2000-2001) budgets by mid to late February. She doesn't have an 
exact date because she isn't exactly sure at this time as to when the Cabinet 
will deliberate on those budgets. She did say that the input for the FY 2001 
budget is not essential. The Board of Regents does very little with that 
input. The important submission for the FY 2001 budget is next year. 
2. The Cabinet has not finished its deliberations on the FY 1999 budget 
yet. Those discussions should be completed sometime next week. The Provost 
plans on releasing those funding recommendations to the university community on 
Feb 3. That is when information on the action taken on our recommendations for 
Press RETURN for more ... 
MAIL> 
• acad 
#1 16-JAN-1998 10:24:00.00 
l 1999 will be available to us. 
10 28 
NEWMAIL 
3. The Provost has no preference on how we consider new academic programs like 
the Masters of Social Work. 
4. The Provost stated that she would like to have Senate input on the FY 2000 
budget. She found the recommendations provided on the FY 1999 budget to be 
informative and helpful. 
I have reserved room BUS 319 on January 26 at 10:00 a.m. for a Budget Committee 
meeting to discuss the FY 2000 budget and prepare a recommended prioritization 
of new spending proposals for Senate approval at its February 9 meeting. 
MAIL> 
· acad 10:28 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar Number: 678 
Title: Requests for Emeritus Status from 
John Tarr, Department ofTeaching 
Susan Stainback, Department of Special Education 
Hyo Chul Myung, Department ofMathematics 
Docket: 
---
Mary L. Franken, Department ofDesign, Family and Consumer Sciences 
Standard Motions 
1. Place at head of the docket, out of regular order. 
2. Docket in regular order. 
3. Docket because of special circumstances for __________ _ 
_ and notify sender( s) . 
4. Refer to (standing committee) ______________ _ 
5. Refer to (administrative officer)------------ ---
6. Return to (ad hoc committee) _ ___________ __ _ 
7. Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
8. Return to petitioner with request for additional information and 
documentation. 
9. Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
10. Other procedural disposition _______________ _ 
NOTES 
Request for Emeritus Status 
University of Northern Iowa 
Date _,jk~~~mJ~~JA""-V-' _._I q..._,,~lql-4~1-17--
- ( ' 1. Name --"'vo:ti-J........,ob~n.__Tc__.__o...._r...L_t _____ 2. Department {RA.oA,.;JPnctJ Lo.boro.fory:thoo/ 
3. 1 wish to retire from my position as rkJessor of TeocJ,,()J : "lf'u,il,emaiics 
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective _ __.O.L.I.__ _ .J,__._I __ ____,Cf~f,__ ___________ _ 
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
4. I have twenty or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and dates of employment.) 
5. My desire in regard to part-time employment by the University is: 
__ I wish to be considered for part-time employment next year. 
__ I am not interested in part-time employment by the University for the next year, but may be at some future time. 
__}(_ I am not interested in part-time employment. 
6. If I am employed by the University on a part-time basis, I understand that the period and nature of such employment shall be 
at the convenience of the University and shall be determined annually. 
University Faculty Senate 
(Signature) 
(Date) 
/-LZ-9Y 
(Date) 
f --l't-1~ 
(Date) 
(Date) 
President (Date) 
Please prepare six (6) copies of this form; sign all six (6) and submit to your department head. When the form processing has 
been completed, a copy will be returned to you, your department head, college Dean, Vice President and Provost, President 
'- and Personnel Services. 
UNI-PER FORM 2 
10/82 
" 
Request for EmerHus Status 
University of Northern Iowa 
2. Department '46l!.t~ / 
3. I wish to retire from my position as =--~-~_:_.:....__/e$_S_•,~t.-___________ ---:;:;-::;;---:-----
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective ~ 9 Y 
(Month) (Day) f'( ear) 
4. I have twenty or more years of creditable service In higher eduction. (Ust Institutions and dates of employment.) 
UNII;~J-1'1 ol' ;v,,.,;.w,J /tJwo...- 1?1'-1-e~wf 
I 
5. My desire In regard to part-time employment by the University Is: 
I wish to be considered for part-time employment next year. 
-I am not Interested In part-time employment by the University for the next year, but may be at some future time. 
· _){I am not Interested In part-time employment. 
6. If I am employed by the University on a part-time basis, I understand that the period and nature of such employment 
shall be at the convenience of the University and shall be determined annually. 
Approved and Accepted: 
~~ 
University Faculty Senate 
President 
(Signature) 
1-4- 9? 
(Date) 
/- /J -/~ 
(Date) 
1-12-flcr' 
(Date) 
'-lt-1~ 
(Date) 
(Date) 
(Date) 
Please prepare six (6) copies of this form; sign all six (6) and submit to your department head. When the form processing 
has been completed, a copy will be returned to you, your department head, College Dean, Vice President and Provost, 
President and Personnel Services. 
UNI-PER FORM 2 
10/82 {2/94) 
1. Name Hyo Chul Myung 
Request for Emeritus Status 
University of Northern Iowa 
2. Department Mathematics 
Date __ n_e_ce_m_b_e_r_4_,_19_9_7 __ _ 
3. I wish to retire from my position as Professor of Mathematics =-~---~-~~~~~~---------------
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective __ .....;J;;,:a~n~u;.;;;a~r"'-y--=-1 L..' .....:1:...:9~9-=8---:::=--..,....------::-.,.....--:------
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
4. I have twenty or more years of creditable service In higher eduction. (Ust Institutions and dates of employment.) 
University of Northern Iowa 1970-1997 
5. My desire In regard to part-time employment by the University Is: 
I wish to be considered for part-time employment next year. 
I am not Interested In part-time employment by the University for the next year, but may be at some future time. 
x I am not Interested In part-time employment. 
6. If I am employed by the University on a part-time basis, I understand that the period and nature of such employment 
shall be at the convenience of the University and shall be determined annually. 
University Faculty Senate 
President 
(Signature) (by Haack, per 
e-mail request) 
J2../'-Jjq 7 
(Date~ · 
j?., 11-/91---
(Date) {'-t26- ~f 
Date) 
12-12 --1-r 
(Date) 
(Date) 
(Date) 
Please prepare six (6) copies of this form; sign all six (6) and submit to your department head. When the form processing 
has been completed, a copy will be returned to you, your department head, College Dean, Vice President and Provost, 
President and Personnel Services. 
UNI-PER FORM 2 
10/82 (2/94) 
Request for Emeritus Status 
University of Northern Iowa 
~AN~ 
\ 5AKSat--J 
1-::z..(~ \9'"1 
Date /// ~ 'f/ q7 
1. Name &ryL.frdrftt8!1• Edf#D .. 2. Department !kJy4 hm,"!ytl(!dnJttn1Pr-.5c)fhC._ 
3. I wish to retire from my position as f1.., fl~ p f' $tJ.ozt I'( 5fu d le.S 
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective _.....,Ak,L:...c:lo..;f,_---::;3~6:'-------,tP.ri/-F-''/"'--l,$.------------
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
4. I have twenty or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and dates of employment.) 
U,N.1. 1l/6tt-<lr Jqrq-'ifl 
5. My desire in regard to part-time employment by the University is: 
__ I wish to be considered for part-time employment next year. 
L I am not interested in part-time employment by the University for the next year, but may be at some future time. 
__ I am not interested in part-time employment. 
6. If I am employed by the University on a part-time basis, I understand that the period and nature of such employment shall be 
at the convenience of the University and shall be determined annually. 
University Faculty Senate (Date) 
President (Date) 
Please prepare six (6) copies of this form; sign all six (6) and submit to your department head. When the form processing has 
been completed, a copy will be returned to you, your department head, college Dean, Vice President and Provost, President 
and Personnel Services. 
UNI-PER FORM 2 
10/82 
... 
• 
Fell ow Senators: 
Attached are editorial corrections to the curriculum packets. Please replace the pages in 
your packets with the attached pages that contain the corrections. These corrections were 
culled from the minutes ofthe Senate's curriculum committees. 
Hans R. Isakson 
t5u-> 3 oy 
3d-9-Ju 
156 120:141g Change description and prerequisites (Advanced Cost Accounting). 
Description: Continuation of 120:131. Emphasis on cost 
techniques necessary for management decision making. 
Prerequisites: 120:030; 120:031; 120:131; junior standing. 
156 120:142g Change description and prerequisites (Advanced Income Tax). 
Description: Advanced phases of income taxation as related to 
partnerships and corporations and estate and gift taxes; problems 
which require investigation of concepts and theories of taxable 
income. Prerequisite: 120:132; junior standing. 
156 120:148 Change prerequisite (C.P.A. Review). Prerequisites: 120:030; 
120:031; 120:129; 120:130; 120:134; junior standing. 
156 120:169 Change prerequisites (Internship - Accounting). Prerequisites: 
junior standing; consent of department head; and 2.70 cumulative 
UNI GPA. 
156 120:170g Change description and prerequisites (Special Problems -
Accounting). Description: Directed readings, reports, and/or 
projects. Offered on a credit/no credit basis. Prerequisites: 
junior standing; consent of department head. 
156 120:263 Change prerequisite (Cost Management). Prerequisites: 120:131; 
120:141; undergraduate Accounting major; consent of Department 
Head; and consent of MBA Director. 
156 120:289 Change prerequisite (Seminar .in Contemporary Issues in 
Accounting). Prerequisites: completion of undergraduate 
Accounting major, consent of Department Head and consent of MBA 
Director. Course may be repeated for additional credit one time. 
54 ACCOUNTING 
--Revise opening note to read: 
Note: Students majoring in Accounting must satisfy the College of Business 
Administration (CBA) admission requirements before they can officially 
declare their major. A copy of the Admission, Retention, and Graduation 
Policy may be obtained from the Advising and Student Services Office in the 
College of Business Administration. Prior to completion of the admission 
requirements, students may sign an intent to major in accounting and be 
classified as a prospective (pre) major. Pre-Accounting majors may enroll 
in lower division (below 100) business courses only. Enrollment in upper 
division (100-level) business courses requires satisfactory completion of 
the CBA admission requirements and any course prerequisites. 
Students are not permitted to declare a double major, double minor, and/ or 
major and minor within the College of Business Administration (the 
Economics/General, Economics/Quantitative Techniques, and Economics/ 
Community Economic Development majors; and the Economic, Business 
Communication, and Business Teaching minors excepted) . 
To graduate with a major in Accounting from the College of Business 
Administration, a student must earn at least SO% of the business credit 
hours required for the major from UNI. A student must also earn a 2.20 
cumulative grade point average at UNI; and earn an overall 2.20 grade point 
average in 120:xxx, 130:xxx, 150:xxx, 160:xxx, and 920 :xxx courses taken at ' 
UN I. 
Students may repeat Accounting courses with the exception that subsequent 
to successfully completing a 100 - level Accounting course, they may not 
repeat Principles ~(120:030) or Principles~ (120:031). 
1F~~~7 'fA{c~~CL--~~ 
3 
.. 
54 
· . 
Add following note at the end of ACCOUNTING MAJOR: 
In addition to the required 57 hours, 920:020 and 920:070 have as a 
prerequisite 800:072 or 800:092, either of which will satisfy Category SC 
of the general education requirements. 
54 BUSINESS MINOR - ACCOUNTING (restatement of minor) 
--Revise to read: 
Add the following statement at the end of minor: 
130:101 has a prerequisite of either 920:024 or 920:053. 920:024 or both 
920:053 and 920:054 will satisfy category 4B of the general education 
requirements. 
ECONOMICS 
920:177 New course. Internship in Community Economic Development 
-- 1-3 hrs. 
Practical experience in a business, industry or government agency . 
May be repeated for a maximum of three hours credit. 
Prerequisites: 920:053; 920:054; three 100-level economics 
courses from UNI; consent of department head; junior standing. 
920:280 Change title, hours, description, and prerequisite. Title from 
(Seminar in Economics) to "Topics in Economics". Hours from 3 to 
1-3 hrs. Description: (may be repeated for up to 6 hours) 
Anticipated typical credit of 1 hour. Selected topics in 
Economics. Prerequisite: Consent of MBA Director. 
223 920: 103g Drop "g". (Intermediate . Macro-Economic Theory) . 
223 920: 104g Drop "g". (Intermediate Micro-Economic Theory) . 
223 920: 113g Drop "g". (Money and Banking) . 
224 920:137g Change prerequisites (Comparative Economic Systems). 
Prerequisites: 920:053 and 920:054, or consent of instructor; 
junior standing. 
224 920:138g Change prerequisites (The Russian Economy in Transition). 
Prerequisites: 920:053 and 920:054, or consent of instructor; 
junior standing. 
224 920:148g Change prerequisite (Urban and Regional Economics). 
Prerequisites: 920:053 and 920:054, or consent of instructor; 
junior standing. 
224 920 : 168g Change prerequisites (Mathematical Economics) . Prerequisites : 
920:~and 920 : 054, or consent of instructor; junior standing. 
Df.3 
224 920:169g Change prerequisites (Introduction to Econometrics) . 
224 
224 
920 : 170g 
Prerequisites: 800:072; 920 : 05 3 and 920:054, or consent of 
instructor; junior standing . 
Change description and prerequisites . (History of Economic 
Thought) . Description: Development of economic theory from the 
early Greeks to John Maynard Keynes. Prerequisites : 920:053; 
920:054; junior standing . 
920:285 Add prerequisite (Individual Readings) 
of MBA Director and Department Head . 
Prerequisite s: Consent 
4 
175 350:132g 
175 350:134g 
176 350:223 
176 350:225 
176 350:230 
176 350:250 
176 350:289 
176 350:295 
176 350:299 
Studies Program, and must be taken in the first semester. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
Change title and description. Title from (Library Materials for 
.Children) to "Library Resources for Children." Description: 
Collection management strategies as these relate to resources 
available in, and accessible from, elementary school library media 
centers, with a focus on resource-based teaching and learning. 
Role of the school library media specialist as information 
specialist. Prerequisite: 350:121; junior standing. 
Change title and description. Title from (Library Materials for 
Young Adults) to "Library Resources for Young Adults." 
Description: Collection management strategies as these relate to 
resources available in, and accessible from, secondary school 
library media centers, with a focus on resource-based teaching and 
learning. Role of the SLMS as information specialist. 
Prerequisite: 350:121) ~~ 
Change description (School Library Media Curri~ulum Development) . 
Description: The consultant role of the school library media 
specialist in curriculum design. The study of curriculum 
frameworks and the curriculum integration of information process 
models, PK-12. 
Change description (Administration of the School Library Media 
Program). Description: The management and leadership role of the 
school library media specialist, including organizational 
strategies, planning and policy development. Should be taken in 
the final semester of coursework. 
Change prerequisite (Library Automation Systems and Networks) . 
Prerequisites: 350:132 or 350:134; 350:115; 350:250. 
Change description and prerequisites (Reference Services and 
Information Retrieval) . Description: Collection management 
strategies as these relate to basic print and electronic reference 
resources. Introduction to question-negotiation, search 
strategies, and evaluation of information delivery/approaches and 
systems. Provision of reference services in school settings. 
Roles of the SLMS as information specialist and teacher. Lecture, 
2 hours; lab, 2 hours. Prerequisite: 350:115. 
Change prerequisite (Seminar). Prerequisite: 350:223. 
Change description and prerequisite (Research in Library and 
Information Science) . Description: A survey of basic research 
methodologies and critical evaluation of library media center 
research studies. The use of the research process to develop a 
draft proposal for a research study, or project. Prerequisite: 
350:250. 
Change description and prerequisite (Research) . Description : 
Focuses on the process of completing the research study, project 
If~ or thesis. This course must be taken during the semester when the 
p?~ G study is completed and may _be repeated. Prerequ~sit~: 350:295. , 
. --::;:::> . .d::C....-l..--.:;t->-.--...,;k. ~-....__..,.__, .. .::*.~I ~L.k ~-~Aft::~<...,_ 
120 COMMUNICATION AND TRAINING TECHNOLOGY MAJOR (restatement of major)~~~-
--Revise to read: 
~7 ;__.."-<--r:t:..., 
This major is offered by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction as a 
program in communications and training technology for persons planning to work 
in non-school settings . The program is designed for a minimum of 38 semester 
hours. 
2 
167 270:388 
167 270:389 
167 270:397 
167 270:398 
168 290:025 
168 290:030 
168 290:105g 
168 290:116g 
168 290:205 
168 290:254 
Change title. Title from (Internship in Educational 
Administration) to "Internship in Educational Leadership." 
Change title. Title from (Seminar in Educational Administration) 
to "Seminar in Educational Leadership. " 
Change title. Title from (Practicum in Educational 
Administration) to "Practicum in Educational Leadership." 
Change title. Title form (Research in Educational Administration) 
to "Research in Educational Leadership." 
Drop course. Career Decision Making -- 2 hrs. 
Drop course. Academic Success Seminar -- 2 hrs. 
Change title and description. Title from (Relationship Skills) to 
"Counseling Skills." Description: The focus of this course is on 
developing counseling skills with emphasis on self-understanding 
and its impact on the counseling process. Verbal and non-verbal 
counseling skills are developed through lecture, demonstration, 
and extensive laboratory practice. 
Drop course. Gender Role Issues -- 3 hrs . 
Change title and description. Title from (Counseling Processes) 
to "Counseling Processes with Individuals and Systems." 
Description: Designed to develop advanced~level counseling skills 
necessary for clinical practice in mental health settings. Focus 
is on individually-based and systems-based theoretical approaches 
to problem conceptualization and on specific interventions for 
initiating, sustaining, . and terminating the counseling experience. 
Extensive skill practice/lab. 
Change title and description. Title from (Counseling and Guidance 
Techniques with Children and Adolescents) to "Counseling Children 
and Adolescents." Description: This course will address normal 
and abnormal child/adolescent development, problem 
conceptualization from an individual as well as a systems-based 
perspective, and development of advanced-level counseling skills 
with emphasis on age-appropriate interventions. Lab practice and 
actual counseling experience with young clients. 
137 Change name of Department: 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, COUNSELING, AND POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION 
137 MAJOR IN ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALSHIP (restatement of MAEprogram) 
138 MAJOR IN SECONDARY PRINCIPALSHIP (restatement of ~program) 
--Revise to read : 
• MAJOR IN PRINCIPALSHIP 
This major requires a minimum of 38-39 semester hours, and is available on 
both the thesis and non-thesis options. The student must complete the usual 
degree and licensure/endorsement requirements and must complete a minimum of 
one year of successful teaching appropriate to the major prior to graduation . 
For endorsement the student must have five years of teaching experience, three 
of which must have been at either the elementary or secondary level. This 
program will be offered to cohort groups of 20-25 students on and off campus 
over the ICN and in face-to-face instructional sessions. This program will 
require the student to participate within the cohort group for a period of 3 
years. New cohort groups will be started on a two-year cycle starting at the 
beginning of the fall semester. 
6 
Required Professional Core 
Educational Psychology: 200:214 or 
Social Foundations: 260:234 
Measurement and Research: 250:205 
Required Educational Leadership Core: 
Educational Psychology: 200:116 or 200:232 
Educational Leadership: 270:206; 270:208; 270:224; 270:232; 
270:245; 270:247; 270:249; 270:280; 270:282; 
270:284 . • • . • • • • • . . . . . . ..• 
Practicum (270:290 -- Elementary or Secondary Principalship) 
integrated throughout the program . . • . . . . . . . . . . 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs . 
2-3 hrs . 
27 hrs. 
__ 3 hrs. 
38-39 hrs. 
*Students seeking endorsement as an elementary principal will take 200:232 and 
Practicum 270:290 at the elementary level. 
*Students seeking endorsement as a secondary principal will take 200:116 and 
Practicum 270:290 at the secondary level. 
Total number of hours increases from 35 to 38-39 hours. 
138 ADVANCED STUDIES CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP (restatement of 
certificate) 
--Revise to read: 
Required ~ourses: .. . 11 - 12 hrs. 
270:281~ Seminar in Educational Leadership (Advanced 
Computer Applications) (3) 
270:363 Administrative and Organizational Theory in Education (3) 
270:389 Seminar in Educational Leadership (2-3) 
270:397 Practicum in Educational Leadership (3) 
Elective Courses Minimum: ..... . 21-22 hrs. 
Will be arranged with academic advisor based on professional goals of 
student. 
NOTE: No more than 15 hours will be accepted toward doctoral program. 
NOTE: Certification for the superintendency does not automatically endorse 
you for elementary/secondary principalship. 
121 MAJOR IN COUNSELING (restatement of MA program) 
--Revise to read: 
MAJOR IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING 
This program is designed for those who intend to work in non - school settings 
such as community and mental health centers, counseling centers, and employee 
assistance programs . Specific areas of interest and the setting in which the 
person plans to work will determine the appropriate electives in a specialty 
(emphasis) area. Students completing the program must pass a written 
comprehensive examination, successfully complete a research paper, and fulfill 
program-specific exit requirements. 
This major is available on both the thesis and non-thesis option. 
Required courses: 
Counseling : 
290:103; 290:105; 290 : 205; 290 : 220; 290 : 224; 290:225; 
290 : 226; 290:227; 290 : 228; 290 : 241; 290 : 250; 290:256 
7 
34 hrs . 
·. 
Required: 
43T:070 Principles of Tourism 
One of the three courses listed below: 
43T:170 Eco-tourism 
43T:171 Rural Tourism 
43T:172 Festivals and Special Events Management 
Marketing: 
130:060 Tourism Marketing 
One Economics course from: 
920:024 Introduction to Economics 
920~053 Principles of Macro-Economics 
One course from the following list: 
Management/Leadership: 
OR 
150:153 Organizational Management 
430:146 Managing Recreation Impacts on the Na.tural Environment 
430:168 Areas and Facilities for Leisure Services 
Program Development: 
430:110 Programming for Leisure Services 
43Y:~~uman Resources Development in Non-Profit Youth Serving Agencies 
43T:173 Conferences, Expositions and Conventions in Tourism 
The Tourism Certificate Program is jointly offered by the College of Business 
Administration and the College of Education, School of HPELS. 
78 OUTDOOR PURSUITS CERTIFICATE: 
Outdoor Pursuits combines the natural environment, perceived risk, and human 
relations skills to enhance personal growth, physical skills, and socio -
emotional skills. The certificate is 15 credit hours in length (12 credit of 
theory-based courses and 3 credits of various skill areas) and is open to any 
major. St11dents· m1o1st lftaint:aiR a :d. 50 CPA in 01o1tdoo:r P1.1rsuito ceun:~IS to 
euooes•fnlly complete the Certificat'ii rec;pdrements.,v. K~i~"'-1)~1 
Theory courses: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:2 hrs . 
430:050 · Principles of Outdoor Pursuits 
430:130 Adventure Dynamics 
430:143 Trends and Issues in Outdoor Pursuits 
430:146 Managing Recreation Impacts on the Natural Environment 
Skills areas: . . . . . ___ 3_hrs . 
15 hrs . 
78 YOUTH AGENCY ADMINISTRATION CERTIFICATE (restatement of certificate) 
- -Revise to read : 
Students completing all hours 
and 430:184 Senior Project (1 
Administration Certificate in 
78 PROGRAM CERTIFICATES 
-- Revise to read : 
Outdoor Pursuits Certificate 
Tourism Certificate 
~_,(~~ 
forVtheAminor plus 430 : 187 Internship (8 
hr.) are eligible for the Youth Age ncy 
American Humanics, Inc . 
Youth Agency Administratio n Certificate 
124 MAJOR IN HEALTH EDUCATION (re statement of MA program) 
19 
hrs. ) 
84 INTER-AMERICAN STUDIES MINOR (restatement of minor) 
This minor is offered jointly by the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
and the College of Humanities and Fine Arts. 
Required: 
Language . . . . . . . 7-9 hrs. 
(NOTE: Each language option is available only to non-native 
speakers of that language, or to native speakers who can 
demonstrate a reading and speaking proficiency in a second 
one of these languages equivalent to that obtained upon the 
completion of the courses listed in the respective language 
component. Beginning students with no language competence 
will be required to take an additional 5-10 hours of the1r 
chosen language at the elementary level.) 
English: 
Three courses to be determined by the student and her/his 
advisor. 
French: 720:051; 720 : 061; 720:101; or 
Spanish: 780:052; 780:062; 780:101; or 
Portuguese*: 790:050; 790 : 060; 790 : 101 
(*These courses presume some knowledge of Portuguese. 
Students without any prior training in Portuguese can 
take 790:001-790:002 (Elem. Portuguese I-II) for a 
total of 8 hours or, if they have a previous background 
in French or Spanish, take an accelerated version of these 
two courses for a total of 6 hours.) 
Common Core: Four of the following seven courses: 
620:057 or 720:104 or 780:104 or 790:104; 
690:030; 
900:035; 
940:167; 
960:177 or 960:180; 
970:141 or 970:142; 
990:132 or 990:137. ~¥ 
PLUS one of the five remaining 
920 : 024; 970:100 or 650:175 
American Studies Major* . 
courses 200:188; 810:021; 900:023; 
in the Common Core: Inter -
12 hrs. 
3 hrs . 
22-24 hrs . 
(*i3usiness majors must take 150:080, in place of 810:021, as this course . ) 
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM 
900:150 New course. Senior Seminar in Women's Studies -- 1 hr. 
Students synthesize and extend knowledge gained from previous course 
work and apply it to their major in a professional portfolio . 
Prerequisites: A declared Women's Studies minor; senior standing, 
or consent of instructor. 
85 WOMEN'S STUDIES MINOR (restatement of minor) 
--Revise to read: 
This interdisciplinary minor is offered under the jurisdiction and gene ral 
supervision of the Deans of the Colleges of Social and Behavioral Sciences and 
Humanities and Fine Arts. 
Required : 
English Language and Literature : 620:128 
History: 960 : 146 or 960 : 161 
3 
3 hrs . 
3 hrs . 
French: A minimum of 24 (*or 30) semester hours in French, with at least 
21 more advanced than 720:002, including 720:101 and 720:104, of which at 
least 15 hours must be in courses numbered 100 or higher, including at 
least one course from each of the following groups: 
a. 720:124; 720:125 
b. 720:108; 720:161; 720:185 sj).)t> :;j;JD 
c. 720:114; 720:122; 720:128; 1~Q.l31; 720:144; ~6.!4~. 
German: A minimum of 24 (*or 30) semester hours in German, with at least 
21 more advanced than 740:002, including 740:101 and 740:104, of which at 
least 15 hours must be in courses numbered 100 or higher, including at 
least one course from each of the following groups: 
a. 740:121; 740:123; 740:150 
b. 740:160; 740:185 
c. ~9 .. 105; 740:116; 740:122; 740:127; 740:128; 740:143; 740:147. 
!!>/ iJ D 
Portuguese: . A minimum of 24 semester hours in Portuguese, with at least 21 
more advanced than 790:002, including 790:101, 790:118, and 790:123; with 
electives from among 790:109; 790:118; 790:123; 790:179; 790:180; 790:186; 
790:191; 790:198; 790:199. At least 15 hours must be in courses numbered 
100 or higher. 
Russian: A minimum of 24 semester hours in Russian, with at least 21 more 
advanced than 770:002, including 770:101, 770:103, 770:196, of which at 
least 15 hours must be in courses numbered 100 or higher, including at 
least one course from each of the following groups: ·_. 
a.* 770:141; 770:142 
b.* 770:102; 770:104; 770:105 
c. 770:131; 770:132; 770:134. 
*One course from group a and one from group b must be taken at UNI and 
cannot be transferred from a Russian program abroad. 
Spanish: A minimum of 24 (*or 30) semester hours in Spanish, with at least 
21 more advanced than 780:002, including 780:101#, 780:103**, 780:104, and 
780:107; of which at least 15 hours must be in courses numbered 100 or 
higher, including at least one course from gro.up a and two courses from 
group b. A maximum of 9 hours of coursework in translation and 
interpretation may be count.ed towards a major in Spanish. 
a. 780:123; 780:140; 780:152 
b. 780:105; 780:112; 780:118; 780:122; 780:130; 780:132; 780:134; 780:139; 
780:142; 780:144. 
#The requirement for 780:101 may be replaced by 780:150 in either a UNI or 
an Iowa Regents program abroad. 
*The requirement for 780:103 may be replaced by 780 : 125 or 780:151 in 
either a UNI or an Iowa Regents program abroad. 
93 FRENCH MAJOR - TEACHING (restatement of major) 
Required: a minimum of 38 semester hours as follows : 
Methods: 700:190 (3 hrs . ); 700:193 (2 hrs.) 5 hrs . 
French : a minimum of 33 semester hours in French in 
courses more advanced than 720 : 002, including 720 : 101, 
720 : 103*, 720:104 and 720 : 191 (2 hrs . ), of which at least 24 hours 
must be in courses numbered 100 or higher, and including at least 
one course from each of the following groups: 
a. 720 : 124; 720:125 
b. 720:108; 720:161; 720:185 
16 
Sjj.) D sj,) l> 
c. 720:114; 720:122; 720:128; 7~9.131; 720:144; 729.146 
38 hrs. 
*The requirement for 720:103 may be fulfilled by participation in either a UNI 
or an Iowa Regents Program Abroad. 
93 FRENCH MINOR - TEACHING (restatement of minor) 
--Revise to read: 
Required: 
Methods: 700:190 (3 hrs.); 700:193 (2 hrs.) 
French: 720 : 101; 720:191 (2 - 4 hrs.) . . .. 
17-19 hours in French courses more advanced than 720:002 
Total number of hours increases from 26 to 29 hrs. 
93 GERMAN MAJOR (restatement of major) 
--Revise to read: 
Required: 
German: a minimum of 33 semester hours in German in courses 
more advanced than 740:002, including 740 : 101, 740:103 and 
740:104, of which at least 24 hours must be in courses 
numbered 100 or higher. 
Emphases: 
1. Liberal Arts 
a. Choose at least 3 courses from 740:102, 740:103, 
740:121, 740:185. 
b. Choose at least 2 courses 
740:150, 740:160. 
c. Choose at least one course 
740:116, 740:122, 740:127, 
2 . Business 
Required: 740:111, 740:181. 
from 740:121, 740:123, 
S/PD 
from 740:031, 740.163, 
740:128, 740:143, 740:147. 
a. Choose at least 3 courses from 740 : 102, 740:103, 
740:121, 740:123, 740:150, 
b. Choose at least one course 
740:121, 740:123, 740:127, 
740 : 147, 740 : 150, 740:160 . 
740:185 . sjDD 
from 740 : 031, ~40.105, 
740:128, 740:143, 
93 GERMAN MAJOR - TEACHING (restatement of major) 
-- Revise to read : 
Required: a minimum of 38 semester hours as follows: 
Methods: 700:190 (3 hrs . ), 700:193 (2 hrs . ) 
German : a minimum of 33 s e mester hours in German in courses 
more advanced than 740 : 002, including 740:101 (3 hrs . ) and 
740 : 191 (2 hrs . ), of which at least 24 hours must be in 
courses numbered 100 or higher, and including: 
a. at least 2 courses from 740:102, 740:103, 
740:121, 740:185. 
b. at least 2 courses from 740:121, 740:123, 
740:150, 740:160. 
c. at least one course from 740:031, 740:104, 
740:105, 740:116, 740:121, 740:122, 740:127, 
740:128, 740:143, 740:147. 
Total number of hours i ncreases from 36 to 38 hours. 
17 
5 hrs. 
5-7 hrs . 
17-19 hrs . 
29 hrs. 
33 hrs. 
5 hrs. 
3 8 hrs. 
193 
193 
193 
193 
194 
194 
560:151g 
560:151g 
J'"I,D 
-S4-e: 222 
580:210 
580:211 
03 Change description and prerequisites (Opera Performance IV) . 
Description: A class devoted to performing operatic scenes 
emphasizing period styles. Prerequisites: 560:151 02; junior 
standing. 
04 Change description and prerequisites (Opera Performance V) . 
Description: Roles and auditions. Preparation for entrance into 
the professional world of opera performance. Prerequisites: 
560:151 03; junior standing. 
Change number, title, hours, description, and prerequisite. New 
number 540:221. Title from (Advanced Instrumental Conducting) to 
"Instrumental Conducting". Hours from 3 to 2-4 hours. 
Description -- drop description. Prerequisite: Admission to the 
Master of Music in Conducting. 
Change number, title, hours, description, and prerequisite. New 
number 540:222. Title from (Advanced Choral Conducting) to "Choral 
Conducting". Hours from 3 to 2-4 hours. Description -- drop 
description. Prerequisite: Admission to the Master of Music in 
Conducting. 
Change title, hours, and description. Title from (Styles I: Majors 
Composers and Their Eras) to "Analytical Techniques I". Hours from 
2 to 3 hours. Description: This course investigates music from 
chant through the 18th century. Major composers and their works are 
examined in an historical context, emphasizing the development of 
the Western tradition. 
Change title, hours, and description. Title from (Styles II: Major 
Composers and Their Eras) to "Analytical Techniques II". Hours from 
2 to 3 hours. Description: A continuation of Analytical Techniques 
I and investigates music written from 1800 to the present day. 
Major composers and their works are examined in an historical 
context, emphasizing the development of the Western tradition. 
194 580:212 Drop course. Styles III: Major Composers and Their Eras - - 2 hrs . 
195 590:289 Change description (Seminar in Music History). Description: 
Musicological research into the various areas of music. 
IIA~ 
MAJOR IN PIANO PERFORMANCE AND PEDAGOGY (new ~ major) 
This major requires a minimum of 33 semester hours completed in the following 
program: 
Required: 
Graduate Music Core . 
Music History: 590:221 
One course from the following: 590:111; 590:112; 599.11~ 
590:114; 590:115. 
Music Theory: 580:210; 580:211. 
Piano Performance . 
Applied Music: 540:246 
Music Literature: 595:120 (Piano I); 595:120 (Piano II). 
Piano Pedagogy 
Music Education and Methods: 570:148**; 570:149*; 570:257*; 
570:258*; 570:260*. 
Electives . 
Recorranended: 530:112; 540:246; 560:130; 560:135; 
570:250; 570:260; 570:285*. 
Additional requirements: 
Final Project 
Options: Full solo recital/document 
Half solo recital and pedagogy project 
24 
11 hrs. 
10 hrs. 
10 hrs . 
2 hrs. 
33 hrs. 
143 MAJOR IN BIOLOGY (restatement of MS degree) 
--Revise to read: 
This major is available for students seeking an extensive research experience and 
is offered only with a thesis. Students interested in enrolling in the program 
must complete an application and be admitted to the program. Applications should 
include three recommendations, and transcripts of undergraduate and graduate 
credits. Results of the GRE are required of students whose undergraduate major 
is not in the biological sciences, and those whose major is biology but overall 
GPA is less than 3.00. Students will not be required to take a comprehensive 
examination. A thesis defense will be required. 
A minimum number of 30 hours is required for this degree, including at least 21 
hours of course work and a minimum of 9 hours of thesis research. 
This program is flexible and d·esigned to allow students, working with their 
advisory committee, to tailor a program to fit student interests and aspirations 
in biology. 
Content 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
areas: 
Advanced Cellular and Molecular Biology 
Advanced Physiology and Development 
Advanced Ecology 
Advanced Systematics and Evolutionary Biology 
Required courses: 
200 level courses 
Take 1 course in at least 2 of the 4 content areas 
(prerequisites vary) 
840:202 
840:292 
840:299 
Electives 100g or above (excluding 840:299) 
Total number of hours remains the same. 
56 BIOLOGY 
New Enrollment management policy: 
Majors 
6 hrs. 
2 hrs . 
1 hr. 
9 hrs. 
~ hrs. 
30 hrs. 
1. Students should indicate their interest in majoring in Biology any time after 
their admission to UNI by filling out an Intent to Declare form. Thereafter, 
students will be considered "pre-majors" and will be expected to attend 
departmental advising sessions at regularly scheduled intervals. 
2. A student's freshman year shall be devoted primarily to completing the 
required course work in general biology (840:051 and 840:052) and chemistry 
(860:044 and 860:048, or 860:070). General Education classes should be taken 
by students to complete their schedules. 
3. The following criteria shall be used for determination of acceptance as a 
biology major: 
a. 2.50 cumulative GPA in at least 30 hours of course work (to include 
840:051 and 840:052; 860:044 and 860:048, or 860:070). 
b . Students must receive a grade of C or better in courses that are 
applied to the major to receive credit toward the pre-major. 
c. students with ACT mathematics scores below 24 are required to 
complete Intermediate Algebra 800:004 or above with a grade of C or 
better before being accepted as a Biology Major. 
d. Upon satisfaction of the acceptance requirements (a, b, and c 
above), a student shall be converted to major status only after the 
student files a Declaration of Major form. The student will be 
assigned an advisor. 
e. Students not accepted into a major will be restricted from taking Biology 
major's courses beyond 840:052. 
5 
218 860:180 Change prerequisites (Undergraduate Research in Chemistry) . 
Prerequisites: 860:121; 860:132; consent of department head. Credit 
applied to the B.S. Chemistry major requires the additional 
prerequisite of 860:140 or 860:141. 
218 860:193g Change prerequisite (Current Curricula in Chemistry). Prerequisite : 
820:190; junior standing. 
218 860:241 Change prerequisites (Advanced Physical Chemistry) Prerequisites: 
218 860:242 
860:140 and 860:141; or consent of instructor. 
Change description and prerequisites (Advanced Analytical 
Chemistry). Description: Chromatography, spectroscopy, 
electrochemistry, or other advanced topics in analytical chemistry . 
May be repeated on different topics with consent of instructor. 
Discussion, 3 periods; if taken for four hours credit, laboratory 3 
periods additional. Prerequisites: 860:137 and 860 : 140 and 
860:141; or consent of instructor. 
59 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE PROGRAM 
CHEMISTRY MAJOR (restatement of major) 
--Revise to read: 
No change until Physics: 
Physics: 880 : 061 and 880:130 and 880:131; or 
880:054 and 880:056 .and one 100-level cognate elective 
of at least 3 hours . . . . . . 
Additional advanced study, to include at least 2 hours in 860:180 
Undergraduate research and at least 3 hours in a chemistry 
lecture course carrying a physicat chemistry prerequisite. 
8-11 hrs. 
5-11 hrs . 
66-67 hrs. 
Notes: Additional advance study should be planned with the help of the major 
advisor and should be consistent with the guidelines of the American Chemical 
Society for certification of chemistry majors. Appropriate advanced courses 
in other sciences can be included. 
To satisfy American Chemical Society guidelines, the two hours of 
undergraduate research required for this program must be taken after 
complet{on of 860:140 Physical Chemistry: Thermodynamics or 860:141 Physical 
Chemistry: Kinetics, Quantum Mechanics, and Spectroscopy . Successful 
completion of the research experience requires a written final research 
report. 
60 CHEMISTRY-MARKETING MAJOR (restatement of major) 
-- Revise to read : 
This program provides preparation for students interested in the sales and 
marketing aspects of the chemical industry. 
Required : 
Ac counting: 120 : 030; 120 : 031 
Marketing : ~130 : 101; 130 : 106; 130 : 153; 130 : 161 or 130:1 78 
Management : 150 : 153 
Chemistry : 860:044 a nd 860 : 048, or 860 : 070 ; 860:120; 
860 : 121; 860 : 123; 860 : 132; 860:136 or 860 : 154 ; 860 : 14~ . 
Economics:-l 920:024 or 920.054 9~o;c·~-? (r · .:.; · !f~) 
6 hrs . 
12 hrs . 
3 hrs . 
24 - 27 hrs . 
3 hrs . 
48 - 51 hrs . 
Note: Students on this major are strongly encouraged to complete 130 : 108 . 
Additional prerequisites for 130 : 108 are 150 : 080, 800:072, 920 : 020, and 
920:070 . 
..¥: Q..eQ. __2_~-c-C Jt.{ c.....~ ~ ~~ -~ ?:L D C 2. 'f ,_,__, 9 2. D C .J 3 
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Business Core: 
Accounting: 
Economics: 
Marketing: 
Management: 
Electives: 
120:030; 120:031 . 
920:024 or 920:053 
130:101 .. 
150:153 . 
Computer Science: 810:034; 810:114; 810:115 
~~ 
Total number of hours increases from 56 to4~hours. 
64 COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS MINOR (restatement of minor) 
--Revise to read: 
Required: 
Computer Science: 810:034; 810:051; 810:052; 810:080 . 
Electives: 
Computer Science: 810:022; 810:023; 
810:114; 810:115; 810:161; 810:171 
Total number of hours remains the same. 
810:041; 810:053; 
64 COMPUTER SCIENCE MINOR (restatement of minor) 
--Revise to read: 
Required: 
Computer Science: 810:041; 810:051; 810 : 052; 810:053; 
810:080; 810:171 .... . 
Electives: At most one of the following: .. . 
Computer Science: 810:030; 810:031; 810:032; 810:034; 
any course 810:100 or above. 
Total number of hours remains the same. 
64 COMPUTER SCIENCE MINOR - - Teaching 
DROP program. 
143 MAJOR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (restatement of MS degree program) 
--Revise to read: 
6 h~. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
____ 6 hrs. 
62 hrs. 
14 hrs. 
____ 3 hrs . 
17 hrs. 
20 hrs. 
___ 6 hrs . 
26 hrs . 
This M. S. program is designed to foster preparation for applied professional 
careers in the computing sciences . The program emphasizes concentration in a 
professional sub-discipline, while at the same time providing enough breadth and 
theory to enable the graduate to adapt to developments in the discipline as a 
whole . Areas of concentration currently available include artificial 
intelligence, computer science education, computer systems, information storage 
and retrieval, and software engineering . 
A minimum of 33 semester hours is required for completion of the M.S. program . 
At least eighteen hours must be earned in courses at the 200-level or above, and 
at least six hours must be earned in cognate courses offered by departments other 
than Computer Science . 
10 
Courses in the student's areas of concentration provide in-dept knowledge of a 
professional sub-discipline. These fifteen hours consist of nine hours within 
computer science (excluding both computer science education and research credits) 
and six cognate hours from outside computer science. They must be approved by 
the Graduate Committee. 
Students may select a thesis or non-thesis option. Those who select the thesis 
option will be required to complete at least six hours of thesis research credit . 
Those who select the non-thesis option must complete a six credit-hour software 
development project. For both the thesis and non-thesis options, students must 
pass an oral examination in defense of their final project. 
Bachelor's-level experience in computer science is suggested for program 
admission, but students from related disciplines who show outstanding promise are 
also encouraged to apply. Students without a bachelor's degree in computer 
science may be required to complete up to fourteen hours of course work in the 
discipline before gaining full admission to the program. · 
Required: 
Computer Science Breadth: 
810:240 Computer Systems 
810:270 Algorithms 
810:280 Theoretical Foundations of Computing 
Thesis or Project: 
810:299 Research 
Concentration: 
Computer Science (excluding 810:25x and 810:29x) 
Cognate Courses 
Electives: 
Total number of hours remains the same. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs . 
6 hrs. 
9 hrs. 
6 hrs. 
____ 3 hrs. 
33 hrs. 
EARTH SCIENCE 
218 
218 
218 
219 
870:111g New course. Fundamentals of Weather -- 3 hrs. 
870:153 
870 : 010 
870:021 
870:031 
870:035 
Basic principles of meteorology intended primarily for inservice 
teachers. Prerequisites: junior standing; consent of department 
head. 
New course . Galaxies and Cosmology -- 2 hrs. 
Study of the Milky Way Galaxy and other galaxies . Includes 
examination of active galaxies and radio galaxies, quasars, and 
galactic black holes. Discussion of the structure, origin and fate 
of the Universe . Discussion, 1 period; lab, 2 periods. 
Prerequisite: 870:010 or equivalent. 
Change prerequisite lAstronqmy). Prerequisite: A student must have 
satisfied Universi~ments in English and Mathematics. 
Change prerequisite (Element~ ot Weather) . Prerequisite : 
must have satisfied Universi~ments in English and 
Mathematics . 
A student 
Change prerequisite (Physical~. Prerequisite : A student 
must have satisfied University requ1rements in English and 
Mathematics . ~ 
Change description (Earth History) . Description : Methods and 
principles used in deciphering the 4 . 6 billion-year history of our 
planet; includes discussion of the history and evo lution of life on 
Earth and examinatio n of maj or physical and plate - tectonic events 
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PHYSICS 
220 
220 
220 
220 
220 
220 
220 
220 
880:132 New course. Analytical and Computational Physics -- 4 hrs. 
A calculus-based course covering the more advanced topics in 
introductory physics. Emphasis on developing the analytical and 
computational skills needed to study physics at a more advanced 
level. Topics include: Newtonian mechanics and applications; 
Maxwell's equations and applications. Prerequisite: 880:131. 
880:174g New course . Applied Quantum Physics -- 4 hrs. 
880:011 
880:012 
880 : 053 
880:054 
880:056 
880 : 061 
880 : 130 
880 : 131 
One - electron atoms; spin; multielectron atoms; quantum statistics; 
molecules; solids, band theory, semiconductors, and superconductors; 
nuclear models; nuclear decay and reactions. Discussion, 3 periods; 
lab, 2 periods. Prerequisites: 880:137; 880:138; junior standing 
or consent of inatrYctgr. 
Change description and prerequisite (Conceptual Physics) . 
Description: Energy; temperature and heat; waves and sound; 
electricity and magnetism; light and color; atomic and nuclear 
structure of matter. Emphasis on observation, interpretation, and 
conceptual understanding of physical phenomena . Discussion, 3 
periods; lab, 2 periods. Students may not earn credit in both 
880:011 and 880:012. Prerequisite: A student must have satisfied 
University entrance requirements in English and Mathematics. 
Change title, description and prerequisite. Title from (Elements of 
Physics) to "Physics in Everyday Life". Description: Basic laws 
and concepts of physics introduced and demonstrated through . the . 
operation of everyday devices and systems ·. Emphasis on 
understanding the physical principles behind the working of modern 
technologies and the interplay between science and technology. 
Students may not earn credit in both 880:011 and 880:012 . 
Prerequisite: A student must have satisfied University entrance 
requirements in English and Mathematics. 
Drop course. Introduction to Physics with Computers -- 3 hrs. 
Change description and prerequisites (General Physics I) . 
Description: An algebra-based introductory course covering 
Newtonian mechanics, gravitation, and thermal physics. Emphasis on 
conceptual understanding of physical principles through group 
investigations and laboratory activities. Discussion/laboratory, 5 
periods. Prerequisite: High school algebra and trigonometry or 
equivalent. 
Change description (General Physics II) . Description : An algebra -
based introductory course covering electricity, magnetism, optics, 
and modern physics. Emphasis on conceptual understanding of 
physical principles through group investigations and laboratory 
activities. Discussion/laboratory, 5 periods . 
Drop course . Experiments in Physics -- 1 hr. 
Change description and prerequisite (Physics I for Science and 
Engineering) . Description : A calculus-based introductory course 
covering Newtonian mechanics, gravitation, and thermal physics . 
Includes laboratory activities. Discussion/laboratory, 5 periods. 
Prerequisite: One year of high school physics or equivalent . 
Prerequisite or corequisite : 800 : 060 . 
Change description and prerequisite (Physics II for Science and 
Engineering) . Description : A calculus - based introductory course 
covering electricity, magnetism, and optics. Includes laboratory 
activities . Discussion/laboratory, 5 periods . Prerequisites: 
880 : 054 with a minimum grade of B or 880 : 130 . Prerequisite or 
corequisite : 800 : 061 . 
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Electives from Education or Science and Science Education . ___ 6 hrs. 
22 hrs. 
Non - Thesis Option ¢1D 
Research: 820:299 or ~:299 . . .... . 3 hrs . 
Courses from the College of Natural Sciences with at 
least 8 hours of Physics . . . . . . . ~3 hrs. 
Electives from Education or Science and Science Education ___ a hrs. 
24 hrs. 
Remainder of the program remains the same. 
42 GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
--Revise Category 3 to read: 
Category 3: Natural Science and Technology 9 hours 
(Students are required to take a course with a scheduled laboratory from 
either Life Sciences or Physical Sciences or another laboratory course 
offered by the College of Natural Sciences . Only 8 hours are required for 
students who meet the General Education laboratory requirement with a 
course other than one listed in Life or Physical Sciences) . Teaching 
majors entering UNI in Fall 1995 or later must select courses from both 
physical and biological sciences to complete Category III in the General 
Education program. The Iowa Department of Education requires students to 
complete this course work in order to obtain a teaching license. 
A. Life Sciences (3 or 4 hours required) 
For all courses listed under Life Sciences and Physical Sciences, with the 
exception of 990:010, a student must have satisfied University entrance 
requirements in English and Mathematics . (College of Natural Sciences 
majors may meet the Life Sciences requirement by completing 840:051 or 
840:052.) 
820:032* Activity- Based Life Science (4 hrs.*) 
840:012 Life: The Natural World (3 hrs.) 
840:013* Life: The Natural World - Lab (~hr.) 
840:014 Life: Continuity and Change (3 hrs.) 
840:015* Life: Continuity and Change - Lab (~ hr.) 
990:010 Human Origins (3 hrs.) 
*Lab Course 
B. Physical Sciences (3 or 4 hours required) 
For all courses listed under Life Sciences and Physical Sciences, with the 
exception of 990:0~0, a student must have satisfied University entrance 
requirements in English and Mathematics. (College of Natural Sciences 
majors may meet the Physical Sciences requirement by completing 860:044, 
860:070, 880:054, or 880:130. Design, Family and Consumer Sciences majors 
may meet the Physical Sciences requirement by completing 860:044 or 
860:06~.) 
820:031* Activity-Based Physical Science (4 hrs.*) 
860:010** Principles of Chemistry (3 or 4 hrs . *) 
870 : 010** Astronomy (3 or 4 hrs.*} 
870:021 Elements of Weather (3 hrs . } 
870 : 031* Physical Geology (4 hrs . *} 
880 : 011* Conceptual Physics (4 hrs. *} 
880 : 012 Physics in Everyday Life (3 hrs . } 
970:026** Physical Geography (3 or 4 hrs . *} 
*Lab Course 
**La b Course if 4 hours option elected 
C. Capstone (2 hours required) 
ll/21/ 97 
(Prerequisite: Completion of both Life Sciences and Physical Sciences 
requirements and junior or senior standing . } 
820 : 140 Environment, Technology, and Society (2 hrs. } 
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42 GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM Category 4 (revision of Category 4) 
--Revise to read: 
Category 4: Social Science 9 hrs. 
Required: one course from group A, one course from group B, and one course 
from group A, B, or C. (Students cannot count both 970:010 and 970:040; or 
both 940:015 and 940:026 towards general education.) 
A. Group A: 
900:023 
970:010 
970:040 
980:058 
990 : 011 
Sociocultural and Historical Perspectives 
American Civilization (3 hrs.) 
Human Geography (3 hrs.) 
World Geography (3 hrs.) 
Principles of Sociology (3 hrs.) 
Culture, Nature and Society (3 hrs.) 
B. Group B: Individual and Institutional Perspectives 
310:053 Human Identity and Relationships (3 hrs.) 
400:008 Introduction to Psychology (3 hrs.) 
920:024 Introduction to Economics (3 hrs.) 
940:015 American Government in a Comparative Perspective (3 hrs.) 
940:026 World Politics (3 hrs.) 
*Satisfactory completion of both 920:053 and 920:054 by all non-business 
majors and Business Teaching majors, through UNI or transfer, may 
substitue for 920:024.) 
C. Group C: Topical Perspectives 
450:041/900:041 Social Welfare: A World View (3 hrs.) 
450:045/900:045/980:045 American Racial and Ethnic Minorities (3 hrs.) 
900:020 Women·, Men and Society (3 hrs.) 
900:080 Conflict and Social Reconstruction (3 hrs . ) 
900:085 The Nature of Social Issues (3 hrs.) 
900:090 Children and Youth: Issues and Controversies (3 hrs.) 
940 :~ D;l.D Contemporary Political Problems 
980:060 Social Problems 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
82 ASIAN STUDIES MAJOR (restatement of major) 
--Revise to read: 
Required: 
Humanities: two of the following three : 680 : 122, 680:124, 
680:125; 680:198 (Independent Study/Supervised Research 
Project t~be supervised by Asian Studies Committee). 
Anthropology: 0~: 011 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Electives : a minimum of 24 hours of credit from at least three 
different disciplines must be completed from the following 
courses (a maximum of six (6) semester hours credit in 
language courses may be applied toward satisfying the 24 -
hour elective credit requirement) . 
Anthropology: 990:143; 990:165 . 
Art : 600 : 041 (sections on India, Japan, or China) 
600:147 . 
Economics: 920 : 136*; 920 : 143* . 
Geography: 970:141 . 
History: 960 : 168; 960:181; 960:182; 960 : 183; 960:187. 
Humanities: 680:122; 680:124; 680:125 (1 of 3) 
Languages: 
Elementary Chinese I and II; 
Intermediate Chinese I; 
Advanced Chinese I; 
Elementary Japanese I and II; 
2 
9 hrs. 
3 hrs . 
24 hrs . 
170 
170 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
172 
310:119 
310:121 
310:155g 
310:158 
310:163g 
310:168 
310:171g 
310:172g 
310:173g 
310:181g 
310:182g 
310:190 
310:191g 
310:193 
310:285 
310:299 
Drop prerequisite {Trends in the Apparel and Textile Industries) . 
Drop prerequisites {Fashion Promotion) . 
Change prerequisites {Parenting). · Prerequisites: 200:030 or 
310:055 or 400:120; junior standing o.- ~onsent of i nstnwtor. 
Drop course. Problems in Relationships and Human Development. 
Drop course. Contemporary Housing Problems. 
Drop course. Problems in Housing and Interior Design. 
Drop course. Family Financial Management. 
Drop course. Home Management Applications. 
Drop course. Home Management Applications Lab . 
Drop course. Organizations and Administration of Vocational Home 
Economics Programs. 
Drop course. Adult Education. 
Drop course. Methods in Home Economics. 
Change description {Research Methods in Design, Family and 
Consumer Sciences) Description: Sec. 1 Textiles and Apparel; 
Sec. 2 Dietetics; Sec. 3 Interior Design; Sec. 4 Family Services. 
Evaluation of current research in design, family and consumer 
sciences and development of research proposals. 
Drop course. Design, Family and Consumer Sciences as a 
Profession. 
Drop course. Readings in Design, Family and Consumer Sciences . 
Drop course. Research. 
TEXTILE AND APPAREL MINOR {New minor) 
This minor is offered by the Textile and Apparel program housed in the 
Department of Design, Family and Consumer Sciences. 
Required: 310:010, 310:014, 310:020, 310:110 
Electives from Textile and Apparel program 
11 hrs. 
__ 9 hrs. 
20 hrs. 
68 DIETETICS MAJOR (restatement of BS major) 
--Revise to read: 
Required : 
Accounting: 120 : 030 
Mctnagement: 150:153 
Design, Family and Consumer Sciences: 310:035; 310 : 037; 
310 : 052; 310 : 106; 310:130; 310:131; 310:137; 310 : 141; 
310 : 143; 310 : 145; 310:146; 310:149 
Biology: 840:033; 840:101; 840 : 102; . 
Chemistry: 860:044 and 860 : 048, or only 860 : 070; 860 : 120; 
860:123; 860 : 154 
3 hrs . 
3 hrs . 
. 3 3 - 3 4 hr s . 
11 hrs . 
. 15-18 hrs . 
1...,.-5 - L C) 2 ........ -o. 
The Dietetics Major is approved by the American Dietetic Association . 
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940:130g 
940:118g 
940:119g 
224 940:112 
224 940:128g 
224 940:134g 
225 940:150g 
225 940:15lg 
225 940 : 152g 
225 940:162g 
225 940:163g 
225 940 : 164 
225 940 : 169g 
approaches to the study of nationalist movements are evaluated and 
applied to several specific cases. Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
New course. Women and Politics in Comparative Perspective -- 3 
hrs. This course will examine the changing political roles of 
women and gender based movements. Special attention is given to 
how gender interacts with racial, class and religious identities 
in shaping political attitudes, activities and organizations. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
New course. International Relations Theory -- 3 hrs. 
Analysis of the major theoretical traditions and concepts in 
international relations. Emphasis on the analytical arguments of 
Realism, Liberalism and Marxism . Prerequisite: Junior standing 
or so~•eot of jQstruetor. 
New course. International Political Economy - - 3 hrs. 
Analysis of the interaction between the pursuit of power and the 
pursuit of wealth in the international system. Emphasis on the 
changes in rules for monetary and trade relations since 1945. 
Prerequisite: 940:026 or 940:124; junior standing. 
Add "g". Change title, description, and prerequisite. Title from 
(Voters, Parties, and Elections) to "Campaigns and Elections." 
Description: Systematic examination of the structure and 
functions of modern electoral campaigns for national, state, and 
local offices. Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
Drop course. Russian Foreign Policies -- 3 hrs . 
Change title, description, and prerequisite. Title from 
(Congressional and Ad~inistrative Policy Making) to "Legislative 
Politics . " Description: Theoretical and empirical examination of 
the institutional working of Congress and the behavior of 
_legislators. Prerequisite: Junior standing. 
Change title and description. Title from (Public Opinion and 
Public Policy) to "Public Opinion and Voting Behavior." 
Description: Theoretical and empirical analyses of public 
opinion, political socialization, political attitudes and 
behavior, with an emphasis on voting behavior. 
Change title and description. Title from (Literature on the 
Modern Presidency) to "Modern Presidency." Description: 
Systematic examination of the structure, functions, and powers of 
the American presidency as they have evolved from the founding to 
the present. 
Drop course . Politics in Central and Eastern Europe -- 3 hrs . 
Change title and description . Title from (Chinese Government and 
Politics) to "Politics of East Asia." Description: Comparative 
analysis of major East Asian countries, state and nation-building 
processes, political institutions, processes and policies, 
emphasis on China and Japan. 
Drop course . Japanese Government and Politics - - 3 hrs. 
Change title, description, and prerequisite. Title from (Russian 
Politics) to "Russian and East European Politics." Description: 
This .course analyzes regimes and regime changes in Russia and 
Eastern Europe. Institutions, contemporary issues, and processes 
are examined in comparative context . Prerequisite: Junior 
standing or eoRs9nt of instructoi. 
Drop course . Politics of the Middle East - 3 hrs. 
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100 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION MAJOR (restatement of major) 
--Revise to read: 
Required: ..... . 
Political Science: 940:014; 940:110; 940:111; 940:148; 
940:153; 940:172; 940:173 or 940:138; 940:174; 940:176. 
One of the following: 
940:131; 940:132 
Internship: 940:181 
Areas of Concentration: Choose one of the following 
Focus Area 1 -- General Administration (select 15 hours) 
Management: 150:100; 150:153. 
Social Work: 450:144; 450:172. 
Communication Studies: 48P:OOS. ¥-
Economics: 920:053; 920:054; 920:117**; 920:160"!'--
Political Science: 940:131*; 940:132*; 940:149; 940:171; 
940:154. 
Focus Area 2 -- State and Community Planning (select 15 hours) 
Design, Family and Consumer Sciences: 310:163. 
Social Work: 450:196. 
Economics: 920:148**· 
Political Science: 940:131; 940:132*; 940:171; 940:189; 
940:154. 
History: 960:124. 
Geography: 970:104; 970:164; 970:165; 970:168. 
Focus Area 3 -- Public Law (select 15 hours) 
Management: 150:100; 150:101. 
Political Science: 940:136; 940:142; 940:143; 940:146; 
940:147; 940:189. 
Sociology: 980:128; 980:162. 
Focus Area 4 -- Public Personnel (select 15 hours) 
Management: 150:119; 150:153; 150:166***; 150:168*** . 
Design, Family and Consumer Sciences: 310:055. 
Psychology: 400:157. 
Social Work: 450:163 or 
Sociology: 980:130. 
Political Science: 940:154; 940:189. 
Geography: 970:141. 
Sociology: 980:114. 
27 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
4-8 hrs. 
15 hrs. 
-'-l~-.f3 
Focus Area 5 -- Public Policy and Public Service (select 15 hours) 
Design, Family and Consumer Sciences: 310:163. 
Social Work: 450:041; 450:121; 450:144; 450:173; 450:175. 
Economics: 920:120**; 920:123**. 
Political Science: 940:173; 940:189 . 
Geography: 970:028; 970:168. 
Sociology: 980:125; 980:127; 980:129; 980 : 148. 
Focus Area 6 -- International Public Policy (select 15 hours) 
Economics: 920:136**; 920:143**. 
Political Science: 940:124; 940:125; 940:127; 940:143; 
940:145; 940:118; 940:119; 940:189. 
*Course selected for the CORE may not be counted in this area of 
concentration. 
**920:053 and 920 : 054 are prerequisites for this course . Both 920:053 and 
920:054 may substitute for 920 : 024 which will satisfy Category 48 of General 
Education requirement. 
***This course has prerequisites . 
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100 INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS MINOR -- LIBERAL ARTS (restatement of minor) 
- -Revise to read: 
The International Affairs Minor is composed of 21 hours in political science 
and related disciplines. The requirements are as follows: 
Required: All of the following: 
Political Science: 940:124*; 940:040 ..........• 
·At least two of the following: 
Political Science: 940:125; 940:127; 940:143; 940:145; 
940:118; 940:119; 940:121; 940:122; 940:123; 940:186 
Economics****: 920:136 
At least one of the following: .. . . 
940:135; 940:162; 940:164; 940:165; 940:167; 940:168. 
Two of the following**: any additional electives of the 
courses listed above . . . . . 
or: 
Co~nication Studies: 48C:151; 48J:151 
French: 720:124; 720:125 
German: 740:123; 740:150 
Russian: 770:141; 770:142 
Spanish: 780:120; 780:123; 780:125; 780:140; 780:152 
Portuguese: 790:123 
Environmental Science: 830:130 
Economics****: 920:134; 920:137; 920:138; 920:143; 920:175 
Political Science: 940:189; 940:198 
History: 960:138; 960:154; 960:157; 960:160; 960:168; 
960:169; 960:170; 960:172; 960:174; 960:175; 960:177; 
960:178; 960 : 180; 960:182; 960:187 
Geography: 970:114; 960:116;970:141 
Sociology: 980:177 or 990:177 
Anthropology: 990:162; 990:165 
6 hrs. 
6 hrs. 
3 hrs . 
6 hrs. 
21 hrs. 
*Students who have credit in 940:026 must substitute this requirement with 
940:125; 940:127; 940:143; 940:145; 940:186; 940:118, or 940:119. 
**This requirement may also be met by an internship approved by the department 
of political science. Furthermore, students who have successfully completed 
four semesters at the college level of any foreign language, with at least a 
2.0 GPA, or demonstrate an equivalent competency level can apply three credit 
hours toward the fulfillment of this requirement. 
***No more than nine (9) hours of political science for this minor can also be 
counted toward a teaching or non - teaching major in political science. 
~
****Note: 920:053 and 920:054 are prerequisites to all 100-level courses. 
~~~~k~~j'~~-~~~ 
pSYCHOLOGY .0 I . - / A~ v 
400:15lg New course . Memory and Language -- 3 hrs . 
176 400 : 106g 
176 400 : 153g 
Memory topics include theories of memory, memory deficits, and the 
role of memory in broader cognitive processes. Language topics 
include theories of language, biological bases of language, and 
comprehension and production of language. Prerequisites : 
400 : 008; 400 : 045; junior standing. 
Change prerequisites (Psychology of Human Differences) 
Prerequisites: 400 : 008; 400:045; junior standing. 
Change title, description, and prerequisites. Title from (Thought 
and Language) to "Cognitive Psychology . " Description: A study of 
human cognition: obtaining, representing, and organizing 
knowledge. Topics include pattern recognition, attention, 
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